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At the senate

Dental needs explained
By SUE BOHL1N

Dr. A.F. Morrison, direc
tor ol Cowell Health Center,
highlighted Ihe ASliOP senate
meeting Wednesday
night
with more information con
cerning the proposed UOP
Dental Clinic.
According to Morrison, the
estimated cost of refurbishing
Ihe3.000 square feet available
on the ground i'loor of the
health center will be $147,000.
This amount would cover the
cost ol nine dental chairs, plus

an additional $30 per square
foot.
However, this sum of
money has yet to be found,
which is in turn hindering the
development of the clinic. But
Morrison appeared hopeful,
saying, "There are some ding
bats running around in this
world with money.''
He cited the example of the
Cowell Health Center, which
was a $960,000 gift to the uni
versity and he said that a pri
vate donor was being sought to
fund the dental clinic.

Czar Hebard
drops classes
ASUOP social czar Chris
Hebard otlicially dropped his
last class Wednesday, stating
that "my teachers just told me
I had to."

ing his academic standing
since the beginning of the
semester. He has not had time
to recuperate from a bron
chial infection.
Dr. A. F. Morrison, health
center
director.
"literally
forced me to stay" overnight.
"I started getting phone calls
within 15 minutes alter getting
there, and the nurse was getling pretty mad."
Hebard "escaped through
the back door" three hours
later, but not before he pecked
the nurse on the cheek and said
"it will never work."
Concerning involvement in
student government. Hebard
said "it takes a hell of a lot of
time if you want to do a good
job. The only other way out is to
hire a professional."

Hebard, a graduate stu'n engineering
who
tarried a 3.83 grade point aver
age into this year, stated that,
alter working an average of 40
hours a week at ASUOP (not
including set up time lor major
events). his professors said he
was going to Hunk."
Hebard admitted when he
took Ihe job as social director
'hat he would put that ahead of
academic interests
When asked about his staent
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When asked about next
semester, he believes he will
"try it again—probably two
classes." Hebard was taking
four classes for 12 units this
fall.
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Hebard also noted that he
has spent between $7-800 of his
own money entertaining ar
tists and managers and that
none of his expenses, except
gas, are paid back.
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Your senate in action
The ASUOP senate is composed of students from all schools
and colleges w ithin the Stockton campus. Any student, by fil
ing a petition with 100 signatures, may be sealed as a senator.

PAUL MATTKt < < I

Pacific Dialectic Society
(PDS) is hosting Ihe I OP In
vitational Debate and Indi
vidual Events Tournament
today and tomorrow. Thclonriiamenl will be one ol Ihe lar
gest ol Ihe season, attracting
over 4IMI participants and Kin
coaches.
UOP Debate Coach Paul
V\ inters described I lie event as
a tournament that has been
I radii tonally held at I OP 1,11
the last 20 years. It withdraw

Petitions are available from the ASUOP office in Ihe I niter
sily Center.

Approved by ASUOP

New council to coordinate programs
The ASUOP senate on Oct.
29 approved the adoption of the
University Center Program
Council If CPU')The 12-member council
will develop and coordinate
programs which maximize the
use of the University Center
facilities and integrate other
programing around campus
though the collection and redis
tribution of information.
The present structure
evolved from the work of a selfstudy commission: appointed
by Ike Center's board ol directo:s last spring. The commis
sion "met for endless hours
during the summer accord
ing to Center Director, Gary
Kleeman, to come up with a
revision of the board charter
and a proposal for organi
zation of the UC'PC.

These
two documents'
make the board of directors
"more democratic and give il
more
student
representa
tion," said Kleeman. The pro
posals of the commission "at
tempt the integration and coor
dination" of various programs
and deline the goals ol pro
gram administrators more
clearly.
"It seems to be small
enough for communication,
but is large enough to be auto
nomous," said Rich Morita,
ASUOP vice president and
UCPC chairman.
He described the council us
"pretty compact.
"Alter il came out of the
self-study commission»there
was a lot of examination by
people who would be in
volved." Morita said. "1 had a
lot of questions on structure.

UOP site of speech tournament;
more than 400 participants expected

ASLop orri"

^

When asked exactly what
services will be provided, he
replied, "There is a sign in the
abode
of the ogre (health
center)
which enumerates
the situation." The coverage
will include unlimited visits, xrays, fillings and extractions.
It excludes bridgework. ortho
dontics and
false teeth,
". . .rare in students anyway,
or maybe not these days."'
The senate discussed two
ieasible systems as a fee basis.
One option was a fee-for-service plan in which the student
would pay 60 per cent of the usual costs.
The other was a pre-paid
procedure where each student
would be charged $25 the first
year. It was suggested that a
guarantee be made to insure
that any excess money be put
into escrow in order to reduce
the fee for the following years.
However, it was con
cluded that the senate actually
had no voice in determining the
type of plan utilized, since the
money had to be insured be
fore any rebuilding would take
place.
Therefore, as one senator
put it, the issue was not which
plan to choose, but whether to
accept a dental clinic with a
$25 pre-paid plan. Morrison
also
claimed
that
the
McGeorge School ol Law has
apparently already decided
upon this type of plan.
Morrison stressed the idea
of dental decay prevention for
the future clinic. He said, "1
am truthfully gung-ho about
this project. You characters
have a terrific buy."
Also at the meeting, Frank
Floyd, a pre-law senior at COP.
was unanimously approved as
chief justice and parliamen
tarian for the ASUOP senate.
Upon
his
acceptance,
Floyd stated, "We are trying to
re-do the judiciary for the stu- '
dents, to provide for more ef
ficiency and yet retain
fairness."
Karen Akerson, ASUOP
president, then announced that
KOVR Channel 13 will show the
first of 52 half-hour segments
on UOP beginning tomorrow.
The UOP television show will
be shown every Saturday, but
information on air time was not
'available.

the finest debaters and orators
Irom all the western stales.
PDS has been having a
very successful year oil the de
bate circuit, amassing over 40
trophies in just live tourna
ments.
t o l l 's .junior and senior
debate teams have cither won
or placed in the luial rounds ol
every loiirnainciil they have
entered
Winters announced that
two lol'llicr till' debaters vv ill

help nut the tournament. .Ion
Schambcrs. who graduated
last year and is now assistant
debate coach at I ('-Berkeley,
will help coordinate the jud
g'Og.
Stev e Bryden. a loriner na
tional debate champion lor
I OP who is now head coach ol
CSU-ehico debate team, will
help Winters in an adiiunis
I rat iv e capacity
see SI'KKCH pjr. |j\c

"The proposal for the
UCPC was presented to ihe
senate a good month and a hull
ago. for them to go over and
talk with other directors, who
are automatically on us com
mittee heads.
"The main hang-up was
getting the senate to under
stand it." Morita continued.

"Once it got on the senate Hour
it was no problem."
Kleeman said he has "high
hopes" for the council. "I am
positive about it as a change
for the better. But the key to
the Center is student involve
ment.
1 can't stress that
enough."
He feels that the council
organization, with more than

ion positions available, "tlras
tically
increases
student
involvement in planning pro
grams."
"It is an experiment.
We're going to try
it.
"It is opto the students to make
vvlial s going to happen hap-

see ( Ol \( II. pg. eight

CO PA faculty-course evaluation
for spring 75 available now
The COPA lacully/cou rse
evaluations for spring 1975. a
student gauge ol individual
professor's performances in
their classes, w ill be available
this afternoon at the COPA of
fice.
According to KuliTw incm.
COPA director ol evaluations,
this evaluation is comprised ol
programmed and essay evalu
ations done by students in last
spring's COP classes.
The
evaluation attempts to ac
curately reflect each profes
sor's interaction with his stu
dents and lus teaching me
thod—areas in which the stu
dent is definitely qualified to
judge lus professor.
Student opinions are un
portant to the university as a
whole, because they report the
effectiveness of the univer
sity's major lunction educat
ing students. Relevant sug
gestions by students can also
see FY A 1.1 A I ION pg. lour

Compier and evaluation
•|>on Compier- chairperson ol ( Ol' \. is looking ov ei a copv ol
ihe faculty • course ev ablation vv Inch Insorgain/aiion has com
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U.N. adopts
abominable
anti- Israel
measures

The action taken by the United Nations
earlier this week must be considered a moral
outrage. The General Assembly adopted a
resolution declaring that "Zionism is a form of
racism and racial discrimination." An attempt
by Western and non-aligned countries to de
lay the vote concerning'the issue until next
year was unsuccesful, with an anti-Israel coali
tion of 67 nations wanting the vote to come
immediately. The actual vote was 67 to 55 with
15 abstentions.
The most extreme vote came when a reso
lution, calling for the participation of the
Palestine Liberation Organization "in all ef
forts, deliberations and conferences on the
Middle East" under U.N. auspices, was passed,
101 to eight with 25 abstentions.
In both votes, the U.S. was opposed. The
House of Representatives immediately, and
unanimously , asked the General Assembly to
reject the resolutions, but that seems an un
likely occurance. One remark made by a
Congressman that sticks out above all others
must be noted: that the adoption of these
resolutions, including one which bypasses
Security Council decisions about Israel's right
to existence and stresses instead the rights of
the Palestinians to return to their homes and
property, condones, and quite illustratively,
the slaughter of six million Jews previous to
and during World War II.
Presently there are fewer Jews in Israel
than Arabs. The standard of living in Israel is
much higher for all citizens than in any other
country in the Middle East. It was the Jewish
settlers, not the Arab nomads, who built up the
country's agricultural resources and cleaned
up the massive swamp lands. Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin rejected the U.N. resolutions,
stating they "sabotage efforts to achieve peace
between Israel and Arab states."
This move by such a large majority of the
U.N. must be taken as a step towards its evi
dent demise in power. A strong believer in any
effort to achieve a liberated (politically as well
as socially and economically) international
populous, the Pacifican must furthermore call
these actions a horrendous step in the wrong
direction. This is a straightforward case of the
small nations ganging up on the large, indus
trial nations of the Western world, a situation
which could prove dangerous to the exis
tence of several U.N. assistance programs,
which provide most of these small nations
with economic and social aid.
PSVCHIftTRlC
UELP 74
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UP,
DOC?

No question this week; rather an answer to an odd
and possdtlv libelous letter in the I'acifican.

Ordinarily ,a letler such as appeared lasl week
would lia\ e been disregarded becauseul Hseunleiil and
source. This was done with the outdated and inaccur
ate Pacifican article a year ago. However, this stu
dent's letler brings up the serious problem of confi
dentiality and the intrusion of a third party into patient
care. Ignorance is tolerable, but ignorance with arro
gance is not.
I he palienl im ohed was acutely ill and it was the
opinion ol oni consultant and inyscll that bed rest and
antibiotics were necessary to prevent an abcess. Howex cr. it was necessary to surgically drain the abcess
when it pointed at a later date. Considerable time
was spent explaining to the patient ol the necessity ol
prut i acted treatment.
Mr. Kaplan was a guest in the infirmary, and as
such hud no moral, ethical or legal status insofar as the
patient w as eoneerued Nor did lie have the right to set
up lus won rules insular as demanding tee water,
reelimug oil the pat lent s bed and ox cl'slay ing visiting
bum s by almost two hours.WhiJe 1 was talking to the patient, he proceeded to
lake charge xmlb such ma im si til ellie iits as I am going
t o lake her out ol IInsist ully room it his being our incest
• did si 11in lest room i anil < ,ix e lie some Daix on lor pain
and I'll take care of her. " This, Mr. Kaplan, is why your
medical background xxas questioned, especially since
y on did not knoxx I lie disease, and xx by dormilory care
xx as i ejected
I ndei no envoi instances dirl y ou.bax e any right to
project y ot11 sell into this ease unless yoll were the pa
I lent s gini rdiilli husband or I at her And at Jjo Iline has
I lie p,i|n ut so siglill led lo me U It bout ii stalellielll'l I'olil
the patient, and not you. there is no sueli tiling as oiii
right to know
The patient already knexx! It is also
quite ex idem that you contuse compassion with
i onx eiuenee
It i to In hoped that some day ui the near Inline
you will aspire enough maturity to realize when you are
as necessary as an udder on a bull.
A.I'. Vlorrison

Lowell Student Health Center
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Dear Editor:
I do not shock easily by
any means, but I wold like
to take this opportunity to
express my opinion of the
picture of Country Porn in
the entertainment section
of the Pacifican (Oct. 31).
First of all, it was not
the usual one sees at the
homecoming dances at
UOP. Second, I see abso
lutely nothing that girl had
that none of us female stu
dents are minus—except a
saggy bosom.
I have had the oppor
tunity to be in a couple ol
bands in my entertainment
years as a dancer. Not once
did I have to expose my
body like the girl in the
group did. I was on TV but
still 1 feel that it was not
necessary to do so.
Nightclubs allow top
less dancers and it should
not be at a homecoming
dance at a university the
calibre of Pacific, but the
nudity of the girl wasn't as
bad as the way she con
ducted
herself.
Ugh!
Unladylike to say the least!
Also, what did Jesus
have to do with the porno
graphy act? (There must
have been a few red faces
present).
Irealize the times have
changed, but I certainly
would not have attended the
dance if I had known who
the group was, nor would I
have let my daughter attend
and see behavior on stage
like that.
Where did decency go?
Disgusted Psychology ma
jor.
P S. 11 Ilooked like that I'd
keep it covered up!

Dear Editor:
Since the only com
ments on Mr. llebard's
homecoming
concoction
made in the Pacifican were
ones that ranged from unre
strained to drooling praise,
I shall take it upon myself to
supply
a
long-overdue
negative viewpoint.
To begin, I must say
that I've heard dirty rock
before. I've also listened to
gritty rock too, but Coun
try Porn was strictly cess
pool. For Mr. Ilebard to
dare compare Country
Porn to Michelangelo or
Shakespeare, is about as

smart as comparing a kid's
mudpies to the wares of a
professional baker. I must
say, if Mr Hebard remains
at this level of "entertain
ment," future "dances"
will have.to move to a more
appropriate
place,
say
somwhere in South Stock
ton. Finally, the one point
Mr. Hebard kept stressing
was that this band is a SAN
FRANCISCO BAND!
I guess everyone was
supposed to be awestruck
by this. Well, I've been to
San Francisco, and in the
times I've gone there got a
good sample of its enter
tainment, I can say easily
that the only reason Coun
try Porn came to Stockton
was because they were
roled out of S.F. on a rail.
I seriously
recom
mend that Mr. Hebard get
off this prestige trip or
xvhatever that he's on, and
get some real entertain
ment. Thee are quite a few
local.
ine\|)ensive
and
good bands; these bands
may not be famous, but
they are entertaining and
isn't thai what counts. Mr.
Entertainment Director?
Sincerely,
Vlario Trentanelli

Dear Editor:
As a freshman in COP
and a HEP tutor, 1 take
strong exception to Billie
Jean Kam's xxonderliillv
tolerant observations about
the HEP program. Since
her opinions are not the
Pacitican's fault. I direct
my statements to her and
others who concur With her
viewpoints, and not to your
reporter.
First of all. Billie Jean,
the HEP students are not
being "thrown" at you. any
more than engineering stu
dents,
football players.
Japanese foreign students
and
Chartreuse
Moose
Players
are
being
"thrown" at you. You have
the option to reject them be
cause they are a threat to a
rose-colored image of the
world, or to accept them be
cause they are fellow hu
man beings.
Nor
are
''sneaky
ethics" involved—the HEP
program is described on
page 180 of the l<)7.r>-7(i UOP
catalog, and in addition, il
you want more infor
mation about tlie program.
I am sine ||tal a.it.x "I Hie
HEP stall .mil students

would be delighted to en
lighten \ jni (like mi- lorexample. In ease >on care to
discuss this I art her. I lix em
John 15. 107t.
HEP students are
friendly, motivated, open
and eaT'ing. They know
what it is to be without tin
education, and like the rest
of us, they are here to re
ceive one. Incidentally,
there are six HEP gradu
ates now attending UpP.
Education is more than
book learning; it is learn
ing to relate to other people
and to accept them for what
they are. The HEP stu
dents have learned to do
this. Billie Jean. Can you?
Sincerely,
Carole Han
(Editor's note: Billie
Jean Kam's opinion ap
peared in Helen Kochenderfer's column, "Food for
Thought," Nov. 7.)

Dear Editor:
I certainly do wis
would stop distc
everything you hear ,
senate meetings. M;
posal to eliminate "r<
of officers" from t
genda was tied to a rt
that they be replac
brief written report;
point is not so muel
they are a waste of
but that if the oilicer;
something which is i
tant enough to report
it should be import
nough to be put in wt
In this manner, the j i
will be clearly under
easier to' report back
constituents and coi
proof of their at
rather than just lieu
The motion whic
pass, eliminating
whole reporting pp
was originated by Si
Sewell of Covell Colli
Thank you,
Kiik J. Stangeland
Senator, COP
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iiimpkin to do a sudden carve job on his leg.
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One observer ol the catastrophe, hadn't time to res a b o u t h i s i n s i g n i f j c ani
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ve the costume he'd worn at the festivities in the
ation.
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Meg Peterson, Junior—
LOP. Personally, a few years
ago I would have been upset be
cause I liked going to the func
tions. But I never go anymore,
so I don't really care.

h

Al
Weslover,
Se
nior—COP. It doesn't effect
me, I don't party anyway
We're here lor an education. 1
don't have a social life.

Jennie
Cox,
Sopho
more—COP. I don'tthink Dean
Barr should have a say in the
social life of the private hou
ses. They've always handled
their own problems. He should
only have say in the campusowned ones.

ing

U

Carol
Sexton,
Junior-COP. 1 think by eli
minating open bars, the admin
istration is encouraging drunken driving, fake ID's etc.

Bonnie Morehead, Se
nior—COP. It's kind of a silly
situation. (Why not let college
students stay on campus to
party, that way they can stag
ger home drunk rather than
drive.) If you have OB's, then
students can party out of the
dorms and let those who want
to study, without parties going
on next door, study. Sound
fair?

Tom Sperry,
SeniorSchool of Pharmacy. I think
it's too bad that Dean Barr has
to crack down on something
that's been going on so long and
has such a big part in the
school. His efforts could be
spent better elsewhere.

Scott
Smith, Sophomore-COP. Don't be sad.
don't be blue, I don't l)kc to
party too.

s h o w s a s t h e C I A i n v e s i l v e x p e c t anything.

I However, they referred us to a downtown hospital
he p o l i c y - m a k i n g char where we were to take our injured companion. Upon
~ '
, , _ / _5 nan' , yfrival, our costumed buddy took the lead into the
ended policy meetingsi, Agency reception area. The stone-faced, old party
e of a spectator than a ih it was operating the desk that night fell into his verhe principle reason heEsiun of a smile; "dee. da Jolly Green Giant," he
he vice presidency. croaked, observing our friend's legwear. lie seemed'
ureally amused, and called a couple of nurses over to
settling, meanwhile,
share the joke. "Look, we got da Jolly Green Giant," he
S a t u r d a y N i g h t M a s s *- wheezed. The nurses tollk charge of our wounded
t h e t i m e R o c k e f e l l e rsfompatriot.
;
and the old troglodyte behind the desk,
amid his cackling, directed us to the waiting room. As
we headed lor our place of wailing, this helpful old soul
r the abrupt dismissal ol
culled alter us. "Hey whalcha jally supposed to be?
ies Schlesinger and CIA^ Balboa? Columbus? " At this. 1 fully expected our friend
y, it turns out , were ob-' to come back with something like "Yeah Columbus.
And you can kiss my compass! " But then, he's more of
press reports.
,, centered
lc.hc.cw on
wi, the
me celes.c,e. a gentlemen than I. He's also got more guts than me-I'd
Secretd«,d i[ 1(1

aruunddowlllown ^laon

schlesinger and
in
.
, icharlreuse leotards. Anyway, everyone survived the
c ,,
assinge r. bcnlesi ngersl
in relatively good shape. I wonder if the same can
f as a Kissinger yictory,Jtje said ol the individuals stalling the hospital,
r emerged from the
. ^ker position He has! Home Sweet Home-1110m time to time, my home
of the National Secur-H (Population: more or less.6 0°0) wiU have events
. ,
earth-shaking importance. On Nov. b al 4 p.m., seeing
e, by his former aide,Lt^,n elderly woman walking down the middle oi the
. Snowcroft is a loyalfetreet, the California Highway l'alrol alerted the poent to Kissinger as longlice." I presume this was done because she had her antilim
Now howeverh108device disconnected, had slick tires or a missing
' ..
.(.licenseplate. Wednesday,Nov.5,3:55a.m.."Hearinga
y
torting
loud crush downstairs, a mail on foothill Road called
iger has been removedL |j who discovered that an animal in a trash can hud
at the White House, pused the disturbance." It must be comforting to know
speculated moreoverihut no one need fear harm from animals in trash cans
s lunfl us the local gendarmes are ever vigilant. The
/ , • ' .
rhipfP
named his stat „
owner ol the trash can is probably the same individual
he new Defense
who periodically calls up. requesting extra police
inn from
I'mm the
I
bogey man.
sure so h0 COUld protection
And
so.
life
rolls
on—1 also noticed thai the leading
g-mate in 1976.
in my
idem Ford has hjdjiewspuper
natii"-"°»'uFci m
my home
noun.- county
wumj prints
i"'i'w month-old
— col—meetCaen. It's rather distressing to note
' that
, /
comtumns by Herb
tha

NEW ELECTRIC ADOING MACHINES

College life incites suicide

CO
KO MOK.—
MQNAflMAN'S

By Cynthia Crossen
College Press Service

If a person should ever feel
u whole life of possibilities
stretching before him. it isduring his days as a college stu
dent. For many students,
college days are a time of inde
pendence and freedom unlike
any before or after, and the
college degree, w hile no longer
a promise of success, still
means a good chance of it.
But every year, at least 250
students find college life, or life
in general, so intolerable thai
they take their own lives. At
least 750 others try. And the
rate of student suicides, the
second largest killer of stu
dents alter accidents, has in
creased sharply during the
past decade and a halt.

we, us county residents, must exist on the San Francis

Oct. 8, 1974, that F'co Chronicle's leftovers. And as soon as the editor ol the
Schlesinger and "sentounty newspaper'learns how to construct a sentence. 1
preside over the Penfel'eve something ought to be done about it.

President Ford has
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about their oWf^ry
tonight in the
Mall,
talking
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js louse(J
matter who carries
m Hie university by ASUOP
of course, on the trao a entirely run by students as
c But
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,
h
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J Robert Hyerle.
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Tiocrats can ill affot jied socialezar. Chris Hecploit the isue.
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g about hopping ',,a, ,;;;i'tl whuh0'Jl-'s to have
vagon themselves.
nn iii-) j special

ice cream" and
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""^rre lluvors. expects
" People
pe^,,,^- will
W11 come and

roC"

to hold
iment. In Other
steal the "Big
under

President

u n d e r Presioc

mam purIi Ol the celebration is. ex,d. mew llyt'1"lc'. "to provide the
F°'

i

jert Payne, the be
historian. has writ

,

f>

miy

'"i-

the

student

moreintoueh' with
"wry store,
i1 'veiie. wh0 wants the ai. o e_an "informal, open

he Corrupt Societv^T

u p l i o n t h r o u g h t h e a, (| |
dedicated his hd^' l

art! M N,x°ni|l'itl||i'|
ol his works.
1

ges students to 'come with
their complaints, questions
and whatever" concerning
store operations.
The
celebration
feed,
which., according to Hebard,
will be financed by the "ice
cream feed fund.
hopes to
clean up some misunderstand
ings about the store.
It should be noted that He
bard predicts the feed "will be
terrible.'" and that he hudn t
really thought about it (the
feed) until you (the reporter)
came in" Tuesday alternoon.
On the realistic side, it
there is one. the celebration
promises to be fun for all. And
it it is not. at least it win lie a
pretty good way to spend your
Friday night, stuffing your
face with bizarre flavors oi ice
cream and cake!
And maybe, it you artlucky. you w ill get to meet the
social czar, the store mana
ger. or both!
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A spokeswoman for the
Center for Studies of Suicide
Prevention agrees that "iden
tity is among the basic causes
of suicide among college indi
viduals. The student is often
away from home for the first
time, faces new and difficult
academic challenges and is
thrust into a social whirl he
never experienced in high
school," she explained.

Other psychologists and
social workers find reasons lor
suicide which exist on every
campus every day. The direc
tor of the Mental Health Center
at Iowa State University
blamed student suicides in part
on the inherent loneliness ol big
campuses. "The university
student population is a higher
risk group (than average),
he
said. "A large university can
tend to be pretty impersonal.
You can be isolated emotional
ly in the very midst of it.

The person who commits
suicide is never readily identi
fiable beforehand. Statistical
ly, more women try but more
men succeed; college students
are more likely to commit sui
cide than their non-college
peers, and suicidal students
usually get good grades but
never feel quite secure about
them. After that, there are only
individual cases ol marital or
dating problems, loneliness,
guilt because of college rebel
liousness and the necessity to

A doctor at the Harvard
University Health Service no
ticed that students often be
come depressed throghout
their last year of college, be
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from $19.95 to $150. Go ahead. Listen and compare Superex_
Look into the quality design, the features, the "soft-touch comfort the atten
tion to detail. We firmly believe you won t find a stereophone that sounds
better or feels more naturally comfortable. Convince
I yourself by visiting a Superex dealer soon. Give
|Superex the whole comparison treatment
Ve welcome that.
Electrostatic Systems? We've got threeI from $80 to $150.
Isolation Types? Plenty — all profes
sionally styled for super performance and
comfort. From $19.95.
"Trans-Air" open design? You bet! And,
we've perfected the principle. Priced from $40
Go ahead and give Superex a sound whirl.
I You're out for the best deal. We're out to
give you the best sound. Ask your dealer
about our Free Offer.

Model CL-1
"Classic"

jQfl;

"LIPTON"
Cup -o- Soup

BONUS OFFER

GORP

Superex C-60 Professional Cassette Tape Free with
the purchase of any Superex Stereophone between
now and Dec. 31st. This fine quality, high perform
ance cassette tape offers virtually flawless opera
tion. It won't jam, stick or tear and its warranteed.

$1.10 lb.
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65c

25*
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At participating Superex dealers only.
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• Lincoln Centor North

Superex...
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Suicide may be a special
problem of college, because it
is often the first time students
have to be realistic about their
futures. "College is a ruthless
gardener." a social worker al
UCLA said. "When a student
realizes that his dreams may
not bear fruit. that he can 1 he a
great writer, lawyer, doctor or
accomplish great social
change, then there is a sudden
sense of failure, a siresslul lear
ol
disappointing
one's

But another explanation
may be possible in light of a
new attitude toward suicides.
A counsellor at a suicide

THOUSANDS ON FILE

I d st'l''
l°r Vour upnto-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
;>i i uption nae
\v|,6U0 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

i x o n . w r o t e ' i m n ' 1 ,. i V i

One Colorado psychiatrist
believes the suicide rate corre
lates with events on campus,
and the quieter the campus is.
the worse. "When the campus
is quiet—people less involved
in external causes—you
become more introspective,
more involved al taking a look
at yourself." he explained.

And depression seems to
hit the freshman class harder
than others." Miller said, be
cause of academic pressures.
"They come here alter having
been at the top of their class,
only to find out that everyone
else is also class valedictorian
and president of the student
council. They find out they're
just normal."

^Jbjtockton

prevention center in Iow a said
their policy was not "to talk
people out of suicide. People
have the right to lite or non-life.
If il helps them to have some
one to talk to. then that's what
we're here for."

adjust to a whole new commu
nity.

cause they haven't decided
what they want to do after
graduation. The same doctor
To deal with potential
also blamed modern society's
suicides.
many
approval of impulsive acts, the student
communities
and
colleges
now
and
pay
later"'
"buy
mentality for student suicides. have organized prevention
centers with around-the-clock
phone counsellors. But as
Phyllis Miller, a staff per Newsweek magazine pointed
son al the Iowa State Univer
sity
counseling
center, out. there has been no "demon
believes that suicidal tenden strable success anywhere in
cies become more pronounced lowering the suicide rate.
at certain times of the year. Most psychologists attribute
"Depression winter quarter is this to the fact that people who
epidemic." she said, "espec have already decided to com
ially after Christmas until the mit suicide would not call pre
end of February."
vention centers.
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CIA hosts conference for

A new
course lor Mud, ''hln
His,
dial math i

college placement officers
learned about the specifics ol a
career in the CIA, and heard a
speech by then-director ol the
CIA William Colby. The place
ment officers left the two-day
conference
"quite
illu
minated," according to Angus
Thurmer, assistant to the
director of the CIA. "These
people knew nothing about a
career in intelligence."

By ALLAN RAB1NOW1TZ

L'ullcnc Press Service
Affirmative action has
reached the Central Intel
ligence Agency and the CIA
has reached college place
ment offices.
Career placement officers
from 23 state universities at
tended a recent conference
sponsored by the CIA to pro
mote minority hiring for the
agency. The CIA paid all ex
penses for about GO university
officials who attended the
conlereneo in Washington.
D.C.
With the exception of stu
dents at UCLA, there was
apparently little protest by stu
dents
or administrators
against administrators attend
ing the conference. "There's
absolutely nothing wrong"
with the conference, said
Charles Sundberg, a dean with
the UCLA placement office
who attended the conference.
"We have a responsibility to be
informed about employment
prospects."
"But it the CIA expected
me to go out and find people for
them." he added, "they wasted
their money on me."
The

university

officials

'q •fRe^lt'

Currently, said Thurmer,
there are "not many" minor
ity employes in the CIA.
"We're willing to look at
blacks, Indians. Eskimos, any
body." said Thurnter. "But
we're looking for quality, not
tokenism."
The university placement
officers approached the CIA
conference with "skepticism
but not hostility," said Sund
berg of UCLA. The parti
cipants asked questions con
cerning the "political climate"
surrounding the CIA, and re
ceived
"straight-forward
answers," added Sundberg.
None of the participating
university officials expressed
any dissatisfaction with the
conference to CIA officials or
challenged the basis ol the
conference.
"Why should they pro
test'.'" asked Thurmer of the
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At UCLA, student protest
against the CIA was sparked
by a story in the Daily Bruin,
the student newspaper, which
first told of the conference. Stu
dent leaders attacked ties be
tween
the University
of
California and the CIA.
The
student
critics
stressed that the CIA has vio
lated democratic rights wher
ever they have conducted acti
vities," and that the campaign
to hire minority students and
calling for a serious exami
nation of the university's
motives in cooperating with
such an effort."
The resolution calls for an
end to all ties between UCLA
and the CIA, and demands all
correspondence between the
CIA and UCLA be made public.
Officials from the San
Diego and Berkeley campuses
of the University of California
also attended the conference. A
spokesperson for the Berkeley
campus said that the CIA
conference offer was treated
the way it would be from any
other government office, and
that the placement office went
ahead and sent a representa
tive without notifying the chan
cellor's office.
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MIME BERNARD BANG

Rathskeller entertainment features mime

CONTACT LENSES?
948-3185

.i

Evaluate •An »"

CIA recruitment on college
campuses is not unusual,
though efforts at minority
recruitment are more recent.
At some schools, such as theUniversity of Maryland and the
University of California at
Davis. CIA recruitment is be
ing resumed after an absence
of several years. At the Uni
versity of Montana, recruit-;
ment efforts have been steady
for a number of years, and the
CIA even advertised openings
in the student newspaper.

ON
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CALL KELSEY JEWETT,ODl
OPTOMETRIST
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Miniist Bernie Bang will
appear in the Kathskellci; litis
evening.

I

During 1969 and 197(1 Bang
attended the International
School of Minte. in Paris.
France. He
studied with
Etioline
Rccroux.
Marcel

Marceau's master. In addi
tion. he studied and
per
formed for French National
Television with members of
the Tomaszewski Polish Mime
Troupe.
In 1974 Bang pcrlonncd
with "Stuart Little." a promi
nent San Francisco band at

THERE IS A SALE

that time. He was also the
Resident Mime for the Great
American Music Hull in San
Francisco.
This year he performed
with Ted Neely (who por
trayed the title role in the film
version
ol "Jesus Christ
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Superstar") on a national pro
gram entitled "Touch of (fold
II," which will be aired litis
tall.
Bernie
Bang's
per
formance tonight in the Rath
skeller will begin around 8:30
or 9 o clock.
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night mare...
States and the first lady. lte
said it was almost like a night
mare to me."
Bucher wanted to kill hmisell and tried to once by put
ting his head in a bucket of his
own urine. He said that he
could not go through with it,
since he "fell it was unnatu
ral."
He related that he was of
ten beaten and forced to crawl
on the ground, while guards
spit on him.. Bucher told the
audience that the only way he
could keep his sanity was by
finding ways to make tun of the
North Koreans without their
knowledge.
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me" usod words a»d
oh.f. '
w W,lh doubl°
gs t.°r example, when talk>g about the distance they in1 udect 1,1 enemy territory, thev

w war,keu [hal "Penetration
sllg'tt but however sullietent to complete the act. V
11s phrase is included in the
definition of rape.

"The Sacco-Vunzelli case
has been before the courts and
the public for more than six
years. Il has divided opinion at
home and been the cause ol
demonstration abroad, and UKend is not yet." (Felix Frank
furter. The Case of Sacco and
Vanzelli, 19271
Nov. 14. 15 and 16 the lilm.
"Sacco and Vanzelli," will be
shown at the University Cen
ter Theater.
The Sacco-Vanzetti case is
one of the most controversial
trials in the history ol the Uni
ted Stales. Possibly nioreso
than the Scopes monkey trial.
At about 3 o'clock in the allernoon ol April 15. 1920. two
men carrying the payroll for
the shoe factory ot Slater and
Morrill were shot and killed by
two men carrying pistols.
That is the start of the fa
mous trial. The two men were
tied to the crime because ol a
car that supposedly was the
veicle used to escape the scene
ol the robbery and murder.
The ensuing trial became one

Bucher and his men spent

"...almost like

I'UKC 1

Court trial of.
Sacco-Vanzetti
is Center film

offeree ujt place to live'

ail .so. I«,r siU(|(.,ns ' " ,
ial malh problt'iris* X
being taught by b^\
lathias.
The basic Ur
h Po,s.
iformal class is i0'
Otn

JJacifican

Nov. 14, 1971

taNn th lm°nths imprisoned
in North Korea. When they fi
nally were released, Bucher
was charged with fivecounts of
Elation of the uniform code of
military justice but later was
acquitted.

A man from the audience
asked Bucher if he felt he was
treated fairly by the U.S con
cerning the USS Pueblo inci
dent. Bucher replied that he
"didn't feel that they (the USS
Pueblo) were backed up" and
that he "knew for a fact that
meie were tnree aircraft car
riers within 45 minutes flying
time" from the position where
the Pueblo was attacked.
He said he was told that, if
anything happened,
there
would be instantaneous reac
tion to help the Pueblo.

of the most complicated and
embarrassing ever brought lielore the bar in^Massai liUM-lls
sells
One ol the major issues ol
the day was the deportation ol
Reds, and unfortunately Sac
co and Vanzelli were consi
dered lo be products ol this inlectuous attack on the Amen
can way
ol apple pic and
mom's home cooking.
This was a big strike against thi-m Irom the begin
ning. The trial was, iron) then
on, a series ol lalsc identified*
lions and prejudicial state
ments against the plaiulills
For anyone who is interested
in improving their mind, this
lilm comes highly recom
mended.
This film is part ol (he hi
story ol justice 111 America, and
sUll ol great importance to
day.
It is an enactment ol what
steps men lake lo bring about
justice or what they believe lo
be justice.

hut this is the way we

serve to improve classes, W^ H ^er commented that
make student contact wiUn' •'T „ews media publish
. mat they know interest
lessors more beneficial.
Bambi Singer, dinoctet 5emost...such as violence
for the spiuig Shuman beingsin their most
evaluations tor
1976. is expanding the eVil Lit condition, and you
stion to also cover winterUg m that is they didn t. that
She states that COPA UlJ( jou probably wouldn't show an
like to evaluate the whole Interest in them.
ter term concept. rather th, liucher praised America
simple elass-by-class eva while comparing it with other
ation. in order to clotcrna w'lioiis. saying that "no other
how beneficial il really is. iiuntry in th'-' world has the
the future, a fall evuluaj long lines of people that aie
may be added, since s# oiting from every other eounclasses are only offered los ny 10 come here.
' He commented that peo
dents in the fall

Co-op offers low prices
on fruits, vegetables

This year, students will ple [rom other countries "are
asked their name when p, Heeing li'om oppressions, or
ing up their copy ot the ia »lwl appear to be oppresty/course evaluation, C(j swns.
w ill then be able to cheek ji lie believes the fact that,
and evaluate the benefits uPile all races and creeds retheir evaluations program
later date.
These voluntary en
ations have become a nan
wide trend in many seta
and play important rolesc
cerning faculty promotion,
tenure in major universilii
COPA director Donli
pier feels that "continual
search into the improved
curacy and validity of the side in America, "We live in
gram increase its signilb relative harmony." He went
on lo say that, while Japan has
within COP.'
Jess variance of ethnic groups,
''really bitter problems that
are analogous to racial prob
lems exist there."
Bucher also discussed the
toblems of ihe people in
jjurihcrn Ireland. They are
[Jiretly much ol the same ethj|e background but have gone
1) each oilier lor various rea-

A food co-op, offering low
prices on fruits and vege
tables. is currently being oper
ated 011 compus by Raymond
students Toni Hilsinger and
Cindy Winslow.This food co-op
is a membership organization
and primarily consists of
Raymond and Cullison stu
dents.

' We live in
relative

>RDS

He related that America
Iso has the "most open borlers in ihe world" and that
hany countries do not allow
heir citizens lo leave when
*)' want lo.
Bucher finished
his
America speech and begun
? discuss his experiences in
inrlh Korea.
£ "e explained that in 1966
' *as appointed commander
W he bss Tueblo. an intellipi're ship used to monitor
1 es sent by various counP'ex His orders were not for
1 ''i jump into lighting with
bul l(>
as if his
'
*cre engaged in murine

Xiirlhk'

L.|

Slll|) WU'S SUiZed l)> lhe

ori,u"son Jan.

23.1968.

L;Trwus iakt'n ini°
K•

he ship was not given
•'sxislance from other
L'"tan vt'-sst'ls. hut was
as left
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bers on Tuesdays from 11:30
a.m. to 1 p.m. in Raymond
Dining Hall. Any remaining
food is then donated to the Childrens home in Stockton.

Membership
for this
semester is closed. However,
il will reopen next semester.
Membership cost is $2.50 per
person or $5.00 for a household
of two or more people. These
costs cover food loss and gas
for ears to pick up the food.
Any money left over is re
turned to the members.

harmony."

Speech Tournament
In debale there will IK- SIX
preliminary rounds with com
petition on the senior, junior
•ind novice level. Final rounds
will he held tomorrow .

The co-op has been in exis
tence lor three semesters with
very few problems. Members
are expected to pitch in and
help for four hours per semes
ter.Signs will be posted on
campus concerning sign-ups
lor next semester. Contact
Hilsinger at Raymond College
for further information.

Members place an order
on Tuesdays between 5 and 7
p.m. at Anderson Y, and on the
following Tuesday they pick up
that order and place another.'
Extra food is sold to non-mem

Tay-Sachs
disease
screening

In individual events, there
will be three preliminary
rounds with compctit ion in per-,
suasive speaking, oral intorprclatnn. impromptu. cx|n>silory speaking and readers
theater.

ASUOP Social Czar Chris Hebard
Chris Hebard, ASUOP social czar, had no
choice but to drop the last of his classes Wed
nesday. His status as a student in now ques

tionable. See the story on page one for more de
tails.

Grievance advocate available

Award ceremonies lor
individual events will IK- la-Id
tonight
111 Alhrighl Audi
torium (W PC I-Mil
Filial

award t-eix-moiiies lor debate
will IK- lie-Id at X p in I011101
row. In last week's lournament. held al USl -Ulncn. I'DS
scored a sweeping victory 111
senior debate with llircc ol our
teams vying for lirsl place
The teams ol lioli Uoliorsl
and Mike Johnson. Mike
Thornburg and Eric Sltaw and
But)
Uuran
and
Mike
Nakagawa ail had |KTlccl pre
liminary round scores lo con
tinue their winning streak lor
this season
In individual
events
Michael
Beery Pol
glase and Steve Ole scored ill
senior division impromptu
speaking

["5<^w<uqu°r»"l

ii-

I

iiaiiai
irATE«F9d
LIQUOR -_ u/ime
WINE -_ nn
DELICATESSEN

Party Supplit* • Groceries Keg Beer - Free Delivery
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been taken that the student
agrees with, he should then see
Matteucci.
"Everything between the
student andI will be held in the
strictest confidence," stated
Matteucci. After an interview
with the student, Matteucci re
searches the case and pre
sents it to a faculty advocate.

If both Matteucci and the
faculty advocate agree, the
A Tay-Sachs disease
case will then go before the
screening will be held from 11 university grievance commit
a m. to 2 p.m. Sunday at Tem tee, made up of three faculty
ple Israel, 5105 N. El Dorado. members and three students.
This is the only screening sch
eduled for Stockton this year.
The student then must pre
Tay-Sachs disease is a sent his own case in front of the
genetic disorder that attacks committee. The student and
the nervous system in infants, faculty advocates may advise
and is always fatal by three to the student with the prepa
five years of age. The disease is ration of his case and may also
incurable, yet it is possible to sit in on the hearing, but the
student must handle the case
identify gene carriers.
Tay-Sachs disease is 100 by himself.
times more frequent in chil
There are four categories
dren of Jewish ancestry than in of grievances. The first is
the
general
population. discriminatory practices con
Approximately one million sidered if the professor is
people of Jewish ancestry live "discriminating" against a
in California and at least 35,000 student or group of students lor
are estimated to be carriers of
some reason.
this gene.
For more information
about the screening, call the
Temple Israel, 477-9306.

The second, known as
unreasonable demands by the
instructor, occurs when the
professor, according to the stu
dent, asks for unreasonable
assignments to be done or set
ting unfair time limits.
The third and most fre
quent grievance heard is
unfair academic decisions
which relate to academic mat
ters. Situations that fall under
this category include exclu
sion from a final, refusal of
permission to drop a course,
refusal of permission to make
up an exam or any work and
finally, the refusal of a term
paper.
The last and hardest case
to take all the way is unfair
evaluation. This occurs when
the student feels the professor
has evaluated his paper, exam
or final grade unfairly.
Most cases do not go be
fore the committee. They are
taken care of by the professor
and the student or with the help
of the advocates.
Most problems seem to
stem from a lack, of commu

things the advocates must
maintain are good, sound rela
tionships with the professors
and deans.

nication between the pro
fessor and the student. The
problem in most cases is solved
with the professor allowing the
student to make up a paper or
retake a test.

According to Matteucci.
keeping a case out of a hearing
makes the professor and deans
much happier because there is
no chance to lose credibility.

The burden of proof is in
the hands of the student, until
the case comes before the com
mittee. At that point, the proof
is supposed to be equally di
vided between the professor
and the student.
One of the most difficult
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SPECIAL RATE PACKAGE
on AUTO INSURANCE

n!!ER COVERAGE
LOWER COST

i
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^JCHER INSURANCE
15 WEST ROBINHOOD DRIVE
SUITE 2C
478-2450

An offer you can't refuse.
. Pick up one of these 90-mmute
blank cassettes now. at the regular
price, get a second at no cost.

ejfct s right, now there's a Special
av- f"1 AuUmobile Insurance Policy
anrf , !e t0 students of California Colleges
bad n'Vers'Les. The college student is hot a
rUk r'Sk' even though thdy are in the high
ratp a^e ^rouP- Too many tickets? Are the
are Pay'n§ now really worth the
triorf
Give
us a cal1 or drop by for free
estSi
andw
think you're worth the risk,
anv i ^ "eworked hard to prove it. Don't wait
desi„0a^er- Take advantage of this program
a lor Associated Student Members.

• The Music Tape™ by Capitol is
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Matteucci has office hours
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appointment, located in the
ASUOP office.
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Basketball 1975

Tiger cagers will start

Jim Hurley,
from Glendale

to be in at guard

isn't sure who'll b.

court with Hur
,
'ey
Myron Jordan has
track," Morrison

By ANTHONY BUY ANT
The Tigers enter the sea
son with five returning mem
bers of last year's varsity
team, four men moving up
from junior varsity, four men
moving to Pacific from junior
colleges and two freshmen.

It's back to the drawing
board for Coach Stan Morri
son and his 1975-76 Tiger
basketball squad.
"I really do see it as a
rebuilding year," says Morri
son 011 the team's prospects for
the upcoming year.
"We're kind of starting

0lher team m,
elude, Terence c
guard from
High in Long Beae),.
rka, a 6-6 forward
vite High in Anahej
nior guard, Bru,
uce
Kevin Purcell
more guard Bill R,
junior guard; Dav,
sophomore; and
over, a 6-1 senior

"It is conceivable that as
many as seven of our 10-man
traveling squad could be play
ers who have never played a
single second of varsity basket
ball at the four-year level,
says Morrison.

'/ really do
see it as a

In the race for starting
assignments, Mike Peet, a 6-6
transfer from Chabot JC and
Vic Baker, a 6-6 junior, lead at
the forward spot.

•ebuilding year.''
scratch in the sense that we
had five guys who started for
us last year, four of them a ma
jority of the time." says Morri
son, whose Tiger squads have
finished with records of 14-12,
14-12 and 12-14 in the last three
years..

Command
the rebuilding stage. Among the teams on the
Tiger's schedule is nationally ranked Uni
versity of San F rancisco.

Coach Morrison gives directions to members
of the 1975-76 Tiger basketball squad. Morri
son is confident that the team can put together
a respectable season despite the team being in

According to Morrison,
" Baker is the best player on the
team at this point. He plays
bigger than he is. He always
gives 100 percent on every
play."

Soccer team ends nine game skid
By DAVID SOLOMON
After a nine-game losing
streak, the Tiger soccer squad
surprised everyone by beating
a very strong Stanford team, 2I.
Stanford expected a weak
Pacific team toofferlittlechallenge. bul the reorganization ol
the Tiger defense, by coach
Eddie Araya. held back
numerous Stanford scoring at
tempts.

With Stanford leading in
the third quarter 1-0. Fabian
Lopez fired in the score-tying

winning goal and the amazing
L OP defense held Stanford to
the end.

With a 2-9-1 record as of
last Monday, the Tigers played
their final season game against
Stanislaus State yesterday.
(The score was not known at
printing time.)
Although UOP will not be
participating in the West Coast
Inter-Collegiate Soccer Con
ference playoffs, the Tigers
will host their first alumni
game ever on Nov. 23 at 6 p.m.,
in Pacific Stadium.

UC Berkeley defeats wapolists
The water polo team suf
fered a 17-5 defeat against UCBerkeley here last Friday af
ternoon.
Coach Connor Sutton fell

the Tiger team played hard
with an exceptional first hall,
bul was outgunned and phy
sically beaten during the last
half.

The score at the hail read
9-4: but the Bears, streng
thened by the addition of two
Pan Amercan players, dis
played their well-rounded of
fensive playing by adding eight
goals to their score while sac-

*33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, a n d
fellowships ranging f r o m $50 t o $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, C A 90025
• I a m enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 f o r postage a n d handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name.
Address.
City_

.State.

.Zip.

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

rilicing only one.
Kit Follmer led the Tiger
scoring drive with two goals,
while junior Craig Schwartz
and sophomores Wendell Choy
and Kevin Drake fired a goal apiece. Schwartz still leads the
PCAA in scoring by eight
The Tiger JV squad also
saw plenty of action last week.
Tigers played the Berkeley JV
squad in a game following the
Nov. 7 varsity match. The
UOP team lost 12-6, bul the
score was very close consider
ing the Tiger varsity players
lost to the Berkeley J V squad in
two matches earlier in the sea
son.
Last Saturday's San Fran
cisco State game was changed
and played in San Francisco.
Considering how weak S.F.
State has been all season, Sut
ton decided to send the JV
squad, with JV Coach Tom
King, to the city. As was ex
pected. the Tiger JV squad
smashed S.F. State 15-5.
The last scheduled match
was held yesterday against
Stanford. Although the final
score was not known at print
ing time, the Stanford team
was a strong favorite, having
lost only one game all season.
Sutton feels that last
week's Berkeley game and
yesterday's Stanford match
make good practice for this
week's upcoming PCAA tour
nament to be held hereat UOP.
Sutton helped schedule a spec
ial scrimmage match Nov. 10
against UC-Berkeley at Berke
ley in hopes of keeping the Ti
ger poloists in ready shape for
the tournament.

LSAT Metho

i

ONE DAY COURSE

TUITION $40.00
and

Where

For More Info;
Please call us at:
(415) 885-5753
Collect!!

The Tigers will
competition as
Young, Nebraska,
ranked USF and '(
with league games
Fresno, San Jose, Lj]
San Diego States

Cass

... Casserly and Cha
Vjjfic Dance Theate
Ikend in the Conser
3y MICHAEL HEA1
The program preser
lie Dance Theate
tend
has spawnt
reness of the art ol
re unknown to this

speed of ASU
By JEFF METZGER
When UOP coach Chester
Caddas looked at his 1975 sche
dule, he knew he was in store
for a tough season. It's doubt
ful that he thought it would turn
out quite this tough.
First was Arizona. Picked
ninth by Sports Illustrated, the
Wildcats have consistently
been in the top 20 in the nation
all year. Next was Long
Beach: they had about as
much success in football the
past three years as the World
Football League. The result:
this season they are 7-2 with a
28-12 win over Pacific to high
light the season.
How about San Jose?
People know the Spartans had
a great defense, but the offense
was a question mark. The of
fense has turned out to be
great. San Jose is 8-1 with a loss
to Cal. marring its record, and
plays San Diego lor the league
title tomorrow, with a chance
to crack the top 20.
Then came San Diego.
Awesome
describes
the
Aztecs, rated 14th the week of
the Pacific game. They are 8-1
as their undefeated came to an
end last week, when Arizona
nipped them 31-24.
This week, though, may be
the toughest of them all, as the
Tigers travel to Tempe to face
eighth ranked Arizona State.
The Sun Devils are 9-0, and
though they have played consi
derably weak schedule, the
results have been impressive.
ASU, along with Ohio State,
Nebraska and Michigan are
the only four undefeated major
college teams in the country.

Two

Caddas agrees with most of the
college football experts that
Arizona State may have the na
tion's fastest team. "They're
definitely the fastest team
we've watched on film,"
Caddas said.
Leading the high-speed
offense is running back "Fast
Freddy" Williams, who has
rushed for 1,108 yards on 211
carries, which ranks him 11th
nationally.
Two quarterbacks run the
offense,
alternating
from
game to game. Dennis Sproul
will get the nod for UOP over
Fred Mortenson. The duo have
led ASU to an average of over
430 yards per game, which is
third best in the country.
The defense is led by ailAmerican
defensive
back
Michael Haynes, who was the
national interception leader
last year. The other top defen
sive performer is 6-4,222 pound
linebacker Larry Gordon, who
Caddas describes as a "big
Rudy Viney."

It happened just lil
:andy from a babe.
iVhen the light on tl
atory stage dimme
tshing new dance
' -completely captiv;
ence, which they
the win.
bound through th
"It was our raisiours. The troupe'
tent game of the si time easily offer
kept the ball thewliitentertainmenl 1 ha
half, and even thouglsemester.
score, we had goodifheir repertoire
ties, with Rodriguena dance entitled '
continued
field goal, and a fal
attempt which f,
"I was very
football team,
found excuses
played and pla;
Tittle was
game. The sei
tackle was in
eight unassisted,
back sacks and
punt. As a re:
named both PCAi
thern Californi
player of the weel
dering the outstai
sive job thatStanf
setting USC, this
honor for Tittle
Tomorrow's
broadcast over
beginning at 6:30

Pat Tittle, Lusk
players of week
i iuUOP Board Pat Tittle and
tailback Herb Lusk of Long
Beach State have been se-

volleyball
big
wins

The women's volleyball
team completed its season
Nov. 6 with two big wins over
USF (2-1) and UC-Santa Cruz
(2-1),. Topping Division A ol the
Northern California Intercolle
giate Athletic Conference, the
Tigers possess a 5-0 league
record and an 8-2 overall.
Against San Francisco,
UOP lost its first game, 12-15,
but came back with two suc
cessive wins, 15-9 and 17-15, to
win the match.
In the following series with

The Tigers made a big step
to their fourth straight win
ning season under Caddas last
week, as they upped their re
cord to 5-4-1 L squeezing by
Southwest Louisiana, 19-14. All
the scoring came in the first
half, and the Tigers used a ballcontrol offense in the second
half to seal off the victory.
Pacific took a 10-0 lead, as
the result of a John Rodriquez
field goal and a blocked punt by
Pat Tittle, which Ron Rhode
recovered in the end zone for
six points.
The Cajuns came back in
the first period with two touch
downs, to lead 14-10, -before
Rodriguez kicked his second
field goal at the end of the pe
riod. Bruce Gibson scored in
the second quarter for the final
TD.
UOP held the ball for 11
minutes in both the second and
third quarters, and ran 35 more
plays than its opponents.
Caddas feels this was the key to

Santa Cruz, the Tigers con
LOn"
tinued thei" pattern 8by losing
No. 1 to Santa Cruz. 12-15 but
l.^'ng uP the next two 15-8 and
Volleyball

Coach
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iff
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t ina
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, In Albright Audii
reporter from th

sprtf!

leeted PSA-PCAA players ol
the week.
Tittle, a 6-3, 230-pound se
nior from Atherlon. was instru
mental in the Tigers' 19-14 nonconlerence decision last Satur
day at Southwestern Louis
iana. In addition to logging 14
tackles eight unassisted—he
blocked a punt for a UOP
touchdown, sacked the oppon
ents' quarterback twice and
recovered a fumble late in the
game, to thwart a Ragin' Ca
1

tri-
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ENROLL NOW!

Morrison says
petition, "This is y
schedule the uniever had."

TigerS to TOCe

lxwygs Pl.

• Course conducted by the foremost test developers in the nation!
• Our method gives you a SPECIFIC TECHNIQUE for EACH SECTION of the LSAT...
you will meet the LSAT on its own terms!
• Course includes PRACTICE LSAT, for utilizing techniques given to you...
• Each student receives INDIVIDUAL PROFILE of strengths and weaknesses for each
section...
• We're testing specialists; we re fast; we re efficient... and best of all, our method will
MAXIMIZE YOUR SCORE on the LSAT.

Sunday, November 23rd
McGeorge School of Law
3200 Fifth Avenue
"Saeramento

Tiger basketball
*iuaii coach Stan Morrison
. w.H
year of his helm when the Jgers^ Morr;"son hascompiled a
Portland on the 28th. In three
record of 40-38.
However, Steve Manker,
George Fowler at 6-9 is the
though a seven-footer, will play
front runner lor the pivot po
at forward. "Steve has tre
sition. Tim Helemeier, (6-11)
mendous quickness, and feels
will provide back-up work at
more comfortable lacing the
center.
Forward
Andrew
basket," says Morrison.
McDuffue, at 6-9, can also play
center.

THE HOUSE of iHAW

Presented by B. A. R.
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Pacific

Charles Bronson

Dance

Theater. It was exceptional^

Casserly and Hummel
, i, fasserly and Char Hummel appear in a scene from the
Dance Theater initial Stockton performance last

J
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e
U

The program presented by

Pacific

Dance Theater last
has spawned an

awareness of the art of dance
0re unknown to this cam

^ |i happened just like tak
mg candy front a babe.
When the light on the Consfnatory stage dimmed, this
rtireshing new dance comuBjcompletely captivated an
audience, which they held
tne ^'nspellbound through the next
'It was our most const hours. The troupe's use of
tent game ol the season.| nme easily offered the
kept the ball the whole sec« Mentertainment I have had
half, and even though wedidi to semester,
score, we had good opportu Their repertoire opened
ties, with Rodriguez missing »uh a dunce entitled "Reflecfield goal, and a fake fieldga nous and continued to ex
attempt which failed.
"I was very proud of u
football team. They could ha
found excuses to lose but thi
played and played hard." I
Tittle was the star of
game. The senior defen
tackle was in on 14 tac
eight unassisted, two qua
back sacks and the bl
punt. As a result, he
named both PCAA and
thern California defe;
player of the week. And
dering the outstanding de
sive job that Stanford did in
setting USC, this is quil
honor for Tittle.
Tomorrow's game will
broadcast over KJOY
beginning at 6:30 PST.
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hibit new-found talents until
the final curtain. Then an ap el aPa^°C Dance Theater inpreciative audience in turn ihM ^Uthy Torian- Barbara
Cbaldi. Char Hummel, Mary
gave a standing ovation.
Kathleen Smith,
Choreographer
Kathy Spralka,
Chnstme
Cass,
R0Sie
Torian's clean, fluid and pre
Tolentino and John Casserly
cise movemontsennobled "Re
Never derivative, enormously
flections."
original, they transformed
John Casserly and prothemselves into object, sub
tege Char Hummel oiiered in
ject.
game,
conflict,
timacy and sensitive en
harmony-into a way of life
semble work in the dunce
The opportunity to see a
Hand Duet.
The two were
new dance-theater ensemble
true complements . Together,
drew crowds to the Conserva
they worked as one form. tory. It is the high quality of
Hummel was at her best when that performance, however
ever dancing with Casserly.
that will bring them back the
The last dance befor inter next time Pacific Dance Thea
mission was a fast-moving jazz ter has an engagement here.
number, "Tribute to Quincy
It is encouraging if this
Jones." choreographed by performance is indicative of a
Barbara Ubuldi.
The pre new appreciation and support
dominantly green costumes of the arts at UOF.

By LUIS REYES

Moose Players

performed their
before capacity crowds last
1,131 a reporter i
('lonum- 'be performances were so full
rn
m the pacifiean couldn't get in to review it.
Wee

P2 Band in patio

educup<

The physical
department has announced
late addition of two activi'.
classes to the spring seht'dn, The 2l-piece
Jazz Band
Kissane. The program will
Cross country skiingjT give a
eVlew Per'°rrange from standard blues to
meet twice in the classr<*T3llce in th0^
n'Versity Cencontemporary
jazz, by such
Monri
Feb. 10 and 17 and will ine'^'' °np M°nday between noon
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ney, Don Ellis, Ray Brown and
hour
covered cabin. Feb.
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01 (]
informal lisChick Corea. The Jazz Band
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introduction to cross co"
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single
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pie downhill turns. This w"
followed by short tours th"1 al
the snowy forest.
P3 °
lon Arts Speech Tournament (various
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They are the writers and
producers of "In the Next
World You re On Your Own,
f iresign Theater's newest al
bum release.
Dr. Firesign s Theater ol
Mystery" consists ol material
Irom the I-iresign Theater

discussion

It seems that it is again time to bare my chest and
put my life on the line. Local record company, Berserkeley, has been bought out by Playboy Records and has
just issued a Chartbusters collection from Bay Area
rockers Earthquake, The Rubinoos and Jonathon
Richman.
The folks on this Chartbusters LP are all quite
crazy, so most of you reading this column will enjoy the
songs here, such as "Government Center." Speaking of
crazies, check out the new LPs by George Carlin, Lily
Tomlin and the always delightful Dr. Demento; also do
not, under penalty of death, miss the show Saturday by
Mssrs. Ossman and Austin at Dr. Firesign Theater of
Mystery.
There are several albums that have caught our at
tention these past weeks. One is the first solo album by
Terry Garthwait, formerly of the now defunct Joy of
Cooking. Terry has put together a first-rate album of
tunes that are both rock and jazz, as opposed to jazzrock, if you know what I mean. The album, entitled
"Terry," features Ron Carter on bass, who helps round
out the sound and helps the set become the overwhelm-

Calaveras Calendar

Arts

OssnionanaAustin

Democrat." material Irom a
new novel-in-progress. songs
po,'n,s
comedy and audi
nence participation.

Audience members are en
couraged to come in COM nine to
help enliven the atmosphere
Admission is free with AM op
cards

Brow n Theater. The show w ill continue its run
tonight, tomorrow and Sunday night at s p ni.
The program will be reviewed in next week's
Pacifican.

scene from the drama department's musical
production of "The Legend of Bret Harte,"
which opened last night in the DeMarcus

Seventh Inning Stretch

u.rtl, cotT)
h-'Us 0n Ca
mpus)Cdtl°n

Phillip Austin and David
Ossman of the Firesign
Theater in person! Their pro
gram. "Dr. Firesign sTheater
of Mystery" will be performed
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the Con
servatory Auditorium.
This is the first two-man
Firesign Theater show, and it
ts in the tradition of Bob and
Ray. or Peter Cooke and Dud
ley Moore.
Austin and Ossman have
been working together now tor
nearly 10 years. They met at
Pacifica Radio's L.A. station,
KPh K, where they both were
literature and drama pro
gram directors. In addition,
they were performers in radio
plays, comedy shows, mara
thons. document.i r\ broad
casts and readings.
Austin s background is in
drama and music. He is a play
wright, actor, theater direc
tor, singer and homorist. He is
currently at work on his first
novel, "Sucker's Games."
Ossman is a graduate of
Columbia University's School
of Drama. He has edited
numerous publications, writ
ten four books of or about
poetry and produced hundreds
of radio shows.
In addition to collabor
ating on eight Firesign Theater
albums, both men have writ
ten individual albums on their
own. Austin wrote "Roller Mai
dens From Outer Space, and
Ossman wrote the "How Time

"Bret Harte" continues

e Charuse
ay, "Se?eS nn
kin Albriohi
Stretch"

YDS

I'aifi' 7

Austin and Ossntan
here tomorrow

up forking in the Pennsyl
album
Heater-Hellmoulh
vania coal mines. Tired of the
When one thinks of the harsh coal mining existence,
world s most popular leading Bronson drifted from job to job '
man in films today, names like until an interest in acting led
Redford, Newman or McQueen him to the West Coast. He
quickly come to mind.
quickly landed roles in films all
But Charles Bronson. with through the 1950 s usually as a
a rugged exterior and macho heavy. Later Bronson gained
appeal, is the world s most pop an audience following wnh his
ular leading man.
strong supporting roles in the
"Magnificent Seven. ' "The
His lace is on posters and
billboards all over Eurpe. Asia Great Escape'' and "The Dirtyand Latin America. Any Bron Dozen."
Though always turning in
son film means big box office
character
perfor
and he now receives $1 million solid
per film, making him the high mances. stardom seemed toaiest paid actor in films. Bron lude him.
Oil to Europe he went and
son has reached top-screen
popularity here at home just continued making films, usual
recently with the success ol ly action thrillers. With the
"Death Wish," "Breakout" film audience change to real
ism aud the non-pretty leading
and "Hard Times."
In "Hard Times" Bronson man. Bronson has become
portrays a driller ol the much in demand. Suddenly
Depression era who tights with films like "The Vallachi
bare-knuckled lor money, rely Papers, he was well on his
ing on the desperate hopes of way to superstardom.
Well aware ol his limited
others and their need for diver
sion to make his way during acting range. Bronson relies on
his strong screen presence in
those hard times.
It's been a long road to tough guy roles, which is what
success for Bronson, the son of has made him popular with
Russian immigrants who grew moviegoing audiences the
world over.
Carson Miles and Karen Frye appear in a

By JOHN SALTNES

p|

Nov. 14. I97."i

°f Firesign Theater

at Stockton Civic Theater

and Vanzetti" in the University Center
*fc>lta
r's Ay
Coll
egi
"lili"bum
•'uw. Ensemble in the Delta Speech

8 p.m. Rory Gallagher/Gary Wright / Atlanta Rhythm Sec
tion at Winterland (S.F.)
8 p.m. United Way Benefit performance of "The Legend of
Bret Harte" in the DeMarcus Brown Theater

Monday
Noon UOP Jazz Band Concert in the University Center Patio
Tuesday
^
.
,
7:30 p.m. Ascent of Man film: "Knowledge or Certainty Uni:enter Theater
versity Center
University Symphony Orchestra Concert in the Con8:15 p.m."
servatory
Wednesday
3 & 7 p.m.Speaker: Australian Consulate General, John I). McCredie in Callison Lodge
i*'
I
Billy Parks, saxophone in the Conser7 p.m. Senior recital
"
vatory
Thursday
4 p.m. Ascent of Man film: "Knowledge or Certainty" Uni
versity Center 3 heater
7 p.m Junior recital — Scott Linden, tuba, in the ConservatoFy
Gay People's Union Meeting call 466-1496 for loca7: 30 p.m
tion
8.. m "Uu with People" concertatStocklonCivic Auditorium
8 p.m. "The Legend of Bret Harte" in the University Center
Junior recital - Patricia Glunt. violin - Conser
vatory

PSA tells

ingly pleasing album that it is.
Oregon has released a live album that is superb. On
Vanguard, this former back-up band for Paul Winter
has established itself among the ranks of the finest artjazz groups around. If you like acoustic jazz influenced
by classical Indian music, this album is for you. Recom
mended are new releases by Steeleye Span, Dr. John,
Rory Gallagher and Magma. There are also re-releases by The Nice (!!!), The Small Faces, The Kinks
and Fleetwood Mac in Chicago. No doubt you will enjoy all of these fine disks.
We are expecting several albums very soon, ac
tually we can't wait. Those soon to arrive include re
cordings by Lenny White, A1 Dimolea (both of Return to
Forever), Steve Howes solo debut, "Beginnings,"
which features Yes drummer Alan White and ex-Yes
and King Crimson member Bill Bruford: should be
good. There is also a live Stills on its way with a new LP
by Kenny Rankin.
This Sunday KUOP will play the newest by Man, an
import entitled "Maximum Darkness," which features
Quicksilver guitarist John Cippolina. The following
Sunday "The Midnight Special" will feature a live ses
sion recording of Jessie Colin Young. Please don't
miss these two fine shows. Now it is my pleasure to turn
the control of these lines to two of KUOP's finest.
Jim Gremp was born in 1954, th son of a Buick Roadmaster and a Timex wristwatch. Jim was raised in the
Peach Capitol of the World (Modesto), at one time or
another has maintained residences in the Grape Capi
tal of the World (Lodi) and is currently maintaining
residence in Stockton. From these experiences he has
developed the personality of a sophisticated fruit fly.
Gremp is a junior here at UOP, majoring in commu
nication arts and hopes someday to work for the mos
quito abatement department. Jim, an enthusiastic
sportsman, is a well-known Goat-Roper. Hear him at
91.3 megahertz at midnight.

UOP to!

buzz off
6 times a day
from Stockton.

Headed (or southern
California (or San Francisco
Fresno)9 Call your campus rep or PSA and
Jelj^iem^ouwannobuzzoff^SA^^
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In the Macumba 20 long years ago, out of the begin
ning of a latent, late night radio show from the depths
(dips?) of the Gallosuburb, emerged David Eakin.
Dave has produced a concept, deceptive in its view: Bourbon Street
Thousands of Topics
that rotating nurd. . .the Compendia Snow Revue. In
Liquors
Send lor your up-to-date, 160his own words—"Using the events that happen each
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
day. we clean their points to read our own way, always
$1.00 to cover postage and
LIQUORS
in humor, with no intention to offend. We back every
handling.
thing, and nothing, until the end, much like the fols on WINES
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
the other side of the dial, we promote anything to gel MIXES
11322 IDAHO AVE., # 206
KEG BEER
everything. . .for a while." The Campenelle Snow
LOS ANGELES, CALIF 90026
Revue, Thursdays at midnight.
12131 477 8474

RESEARCH

Thanks for listening,
John Salines

ICE

W26 WEST LANE

Our research papers arc sold lor
research purposes onlv.
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" Food for thought

at Claremont Colleges

The
perfumed
letter

College Cross Service

By HELEN KOCHENDERFER

The following message was found in an empty room
reeking of Chanel No. 10. There was no sign of a human
being in the area; therefore, the editors of the PauI'ican cannot vouch for the epistle's validity. However,
we encourage your thoughtful perusal of the letter.

A religious awakening is a part ol college lile. I
remember how, during orientation, people were so con
cerned about the fervor of my religious beliefs. Every
body asked me, "Do you plan to join a Snobonty ? " Ibecame ashamed as the hours passed to answer, No,
I'm an atheist.''

I thought that I could manage to live with my dis

ability and would be able to avoid involvement in what I
considered the remnants of a prehistoric cult. How
ever. life is not that simple. Just walking through the
•University Center, my biology betrayed me and I was
accosted by a mass of Revlon, Faberge and Chanel. In
terested to discern what lay behind Vogue's cover, 1
peered through the outer layers with open curiosity.
• You want to be a Fall Lush," it said through Maybelleine lips. 1 realized, as in a revelation, that this was a
High Priestess. The authority of the figure awed me
momentarily, and as I recovered 1 began to feel thedisease creeping toward me. "1 am an atheist, I man
aged, and tore toward the safety of the Y, whete 1 m
told the tolerance level is high tor various cultural
throw backs. I reached, at last, the refuge of my dorm
but the disease had preceeded me. AH the biological
mutants had decided to lush. I locked myself here in my
room and meditated on the broken pieces of my life.
I had decided to lest the strength of my religious
dissent when I first arrived on campus. I had taken the
first step in associating with the Snoborities, and that
was meeting the Fraught-for-eternity biological mu
tant. I visited I Felta Thi; I talked to Gamma Gays; I
drank at Obega I Halta, formerly Felta Upsolong. Here
1 met the effete of the snobority mutants. They repre
sented the entire diversity of the disease, in all its
forms—the DTs , the 1 Felta Bida Deltas. Culturally,
however, I was still not accepted because I had not at
tended any open barfs at Sororities Ala Easy. I under
stand that since the time I refused to take this final
drastic step, the administration has cracked down on
this extreme form of religious expression, claiming
persecution of non-believers. While this may be so, the
furor that the Full Lushes is creating may instigate a
major change in university policy. This will be fought,
however, as the university wishes to retain its nondenominational standing.
Discrimination and prejudice continue to grow
around campus. As I sit in my locked room writing this
final protest, the fumes are becoming stronger and a
towel at the door is necessary to halt the advance ol
Chanel No. 10. I am aware that this cry for justice may
result in the final ostracism from society lor me, but 1
am bound by conscience here as there is a vicious
pounding at the door and the fumes are getting worse.
Maybe I have another towel.
TODAY
Lunch
Clam Chowder
Grilled Tuna Melt
Tuna Salad
Beel /Pork Pasta
Italian Green Beans
Peaeh/Berry Mold
Fruit Coektail Mold
Vanilla/Cherry Parlail
Dinner
Baked Fish Roll I ps
With Crab Stuffings
Roast Beef
Baked l'olalo/Sr. Cr.
Brussels Sprouts Finkelberg
Cherry Pie

Ravioli
Rissole Potatoes
Spinach
Corn Cobelte
Carrol/liaison Salad
Choc. Cake/Choc. Icing
SUNDAY
Plums
Cold Cereals
Cranberry/Or. M uIfins
Lunch

Prunes
Cold Cereal
Maple Bar
Lunch

Dinner

Breakfast

Grupclruit Hall
Village Ham & Eggs
Bacon
Hash Browns
lml. Raisin Snail
Dinner
Veul Parmesan/Moz/.
I 'I: • v.,

Consul-General
here Wednesday
The Consul-General of
Australia, the Honorable John
D. McCredie, will speak Wed
nesday at Callison Lodge.
A tea will be held at 3 p.m.
at which there will be informal
conversation on international
education. Then at 7:30 p.m.,
there will be a public meeting
sponsored by the ASUOP

Forum office and Callison Col
lege, also at the Lodge.
McCredie is currently sta
tioned in San Francisco, but
has worked in Canada, Paki
stan, The Netherlands and
Indonesia. He served in World
War II and was awarded the
Flying Cross Medal.

Night vision loss Handbook
i s p o t s i d e e f f e c t explains
College Press Service

Research being done at
Memphis State University sug
gests that one side effect of
marijuana smoking is loss of
night vision. "Don't take your
grandmother out driving at
night if you've been smoking
marijuana," a doctoral stu
dent at Memphis State said.
The student, Sheena Rose,
has been doing a study of the ef
fect of THC (the active ingre-

Hionf of
nf mariinanal
dient
marijuana) nn
on vicinn
vision
under simulated night lighting
illumination.

Preliminary results of the
tests indicate that the rabies
used in the experiments can
not see as well after a THC
injection. The injections are
not super-human amounts
either. "My high dosage is pro
bably less than the average
street dose you can get from
smoking two or three joints,"
Rose said.

Apple Juice Sparkler
Roast Pork
Applesauce
Yams Richard
Whipped Pot./Gravy
Vegetable
Alaska King Crab Salad
Yogurt Dressing

ASUOP

The ASUOP handbook,
explaining all facets and
operations of the organiza
tion, is finally completed
and ready for circulation.
Copies may be obtained at
the ASUOP office.
The handbook is espe
cially recommended for
freshmen and transfer stu
dents, who may still be un
familiar with campus and
the Stockton area.

later discovered

Weekly Grub, compiled by Charlotte Schwynn of the food
service staff, is a special service provided by the Pacifican for
those students eating in the various campus dining halls.

MONDAY

Buttered Peas
Super Spin. Salad
Cheese Bacon Tart

Breakfast

TUESDAY

Apricol Halves
Roman Meal
Poached Eggs
Corned Beet Hash
Assort. Cake Donuts

Breaktasi

Lunch
Cheese Veloute
Smokey Mt. Sand.
Salisbury Steak
Onion Tail
Fruit Cocktail/Cherry Mold
Peach Deluxe
Pdr. Sugar Date Bar
Dinner
Deep Fried Chicken
Baked Chicken
Polish Sausage

Banana Halves
Oatmeal
Fried Eggs
Hash Browns
Hamburger Patty
Cherry Snail

10„gMo1teComSSfp^

came under heavy i'^ dunng
her teaching days at UCLA in
the late sixties for what some
University of Callfornld.if,.ll
gents considered her radica

deadline
sef

, oitimacy of tests administered by the E(
leg^ma y
(gTS) should
contactl J
s "r u , u
twine Service
' "^ 't
m
ETS
administers
the Se
Tlfiop 2233. ETS
SchoL
A,
Tps SAT) the Law Scholastic Apl
(LSAT) and the Graduate Records Exa m

The winter term exchange
program has set a deadline o
Dec, 1 lor students interested
in going to other schools lor the
month of January.
The program serves as a
clearinghouse for UOP stu
dents who wish to attend
another campus and for stu
dents from other colleges who
wish to come here for the
month.
Contact Dave Giovanonnoni through the office of the
academic vice-president li you
are interested in the program.

Council
from pg. one
pen. Our job is to assist.
The council will meet
at 4 p.m. Wednesdays in
the ASUOP conference room.
It serves as a framework for
committees connected with
University Center programs
and there are still many committee positions to be filled.
One vacancy is assistant
chairperson.
"This is a
critically
important
job,"
Kleeman explained, "I am
anxious to find someone to take
this position and move with it.''
At present, the members of
the council are Rich Moritu,
chairperson; Chris Hebard,
chairman of Social Com
mittee: Dustin Richard, Rath
skeller Committee:
Donna
Keuck, Forum and Lecture
Committee : Scott Anderson,
Film Series: Marci Gardner,
Coordination and Information.
Other vacancies include
chairpersons of the following
committees: Recreation, Art
Programs, Special Projects,
Crafts and Minority Pro
grams.

FOR SALE

For Sale: 1962 Mercury
Comet. 4-door town $100.
Call after 5:30 p.m. 464-0631
For Sale: 1938 Plymouth, 2door business coup. $500 as
is. Call 931-3026.
'69 Ford Window Van for
sale. 12-passenger Club Wa
gon. Chateau interior, Air.
Cond., Motorola AM-FM-8
track stereo, new shocks,
new tires. $1,800 or trade lor
convertible and cash. Call
951-2160.

Attention Faculty: Buy
a house close to campus
with4 bfdrooms. 2 full baths
& half-size basement.
Central air & heat. Call 4646203 after 6 p.m.
For Sale: 2 B & O
Speakers Model Beovox
3702 $200. Call John 478-2304.

FOR SALE
(or Sate: Dual Automatic
I unliable Model • 1216 I yr.
"Id with all accessories,
base and dust eover: Shure
mag. eait & stylus. Asking
$100 ( all Mark at 464-3760.
For Sale: JHL Century
KM) speakers, like new
Thorens TD125 turntable.
SME arm. Phone 946-2105
after 7 p.m.

For Sale: One pair new
Lang bindings. $30 or best
offer. Call Jeff 948-6314.
For Sale: Within walking
distanee to UOP! $49,950
home. 2 bedroom, 2 hath
with 2,400 sq. feet of luxury
for those who like to enter
tain. Lunai. fruit trees and
beautifully
landseaped
backyard. Much more! Call
Margie VunLicw at 478-0622
or Diek Slepkcn Realtor at
466-4043
For Sale: Searsbluegirl.'slispeed bike. Four years old.
call 466-6131 evenings.

FOR SALE
Ovation Guitar Sunburst
'Troubador'
Model—sixstring with case $200. Excel
lent condition. (8 months
old) Call after 5 p.m. 4636226. Ask for Ron.

WANTED
Do you have migraines? I
need 15 migraine migrain
patients** for bio-feedback
experiment. For more info
call 951-5903.
**—must
be
actual
migraine, not tension or
other headaches.
Wanted: Used manual non
portable typewriters. Will
pay $20 to $50 depending on
condition.
Call Masao
Fujiyana in John Balluntyne No. 223, Centrex 2850.
Volunteer work experience
at Stockton State Hospital
safety oilice. 2-4 hours per
day. Cull 948-7238.

WANTED
Wanted: Used elec
tric typewriter. Call Teang
Tan at 951-5813 after 4:30
p.m.

Thanksgiving Bullet
Steamship Round \\ /
Bacon & Mushrooms
Lobster Newburg
Really Rice Pilal
Salami Cornucopias
Marinated Broccoli
Sliced Tomatoes
Straw. Cantaloupe Mold
Lemon/1'.A. Mold

Wanted: One person
needed to share l/4rentc..„
ton a
cabin at Tahoe. Tired of bor
ing weekends in Stockton?
Great cabin. $62.50 per
month. Call 948-5539 or 9462559.
Roommate needed. Must
have sense of proportion.
$47.50 per month. Either sex
preferred. Call 464-9156 ask
for "whatever."
Wanted:
Need
bike
desperately. If you are sel
ling or giving away a bike
please contact Gael at 951
6440.
Wanted: Blues harmonica
teacher for olf-campus .stu
dent. 951-2150. Ask for
Steve.
Wanted: typing jn my
home, call 463-8911.

concert
LCI L is free
~ ~ to students.
A TURKEY TROT, a two mile race for
mile race for women, will be held 1 liursday.
Simpson in the intramural department [0r
niatiwii.
formation.
A LUNCHEON-FASHION SHOW is
cored by Delta Gamma sorority at nooni,
Albert's Restaurant on East Hammer L
way 99 Tickets cost $7.3(1 and proceeds w
blind. For ticket information contact L
462-9218
FELLOWSHIPS are now available tusii
rested in a career in public ndmisisirationali!,,
ul state or local levels, hoi inlorfnaliwi,m
cations write to Colentan B. Kansone.lt 1,1,,
Director, Southern Regional Training "if
Public Administration. Drawer 1 I nivcrst
bama. 35486.

THE YOUNG REPUBLICANS ol San
County are hosting a tree barn party anddanct
Hay rides to and Ironi the party will be leav
leavitj
lr .
I rom llurii;
half hour from 8 p.m. to midnight liomMftl
beer and hog
Refreshments will include lrcc '>•
THE PAHACIIUTER'S ( LI It will mw
p.m. Tuesday in the Redwood Room. Them,.
open to all interested persons.

THURSDAY

"HEARTS AND MINDS," an academyr,lunu'

ning documentary film of the Vietnam War
shown at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Universe
Theater. The film is sponsored by the sociolof
ment and admission is free.

LXXVI N°"

Dinner
Hamburger Steak
Pork Chow Mein
Grilkd Chinese Noodles
RJI" Sicilian Veg
Mok-Kai Salad
lee Cream

It can

"THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE," ;i
history from the Smithsonian Institute, is#
able lor use by students and laculty at theI'ai
ler for Western Studies in the Ediu alionlJuililn
of the portfolios contains maps, drawings, car
lustrations and documentation of events in A
history.
By TKINA MARTIN
WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL BASKETBM! i t js uns ale lor women
tation meeting will be held at 7 p.m. Tuesdaik around the campus al
President's Dining Room. Anyone interested:-' dark, according to
to attend. Tryouts for the team are set forNd'th. campus security eh
20
^J^mith nuido this st
n't in an interview last wi
A FOOD DRIVE is currently being sp(® m .war there have bee
Newman House. Collection boxes are placec^^ 11 ^ ts " ( >t all ol them
livine Quarters
famous. Aspect,.'
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Sev.
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Aspect^ 1
.
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8
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the conclusion of the drive. More inlo rmaW
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this kind of in
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Smith stated, "The

Lunch
Franciscan Spinach
Canadian Mush. Sand.
Chili Con Carne
Btr. Whole Fresh Caulillowet
Ribbon Salad
Double Straw. Mold
Fresh Fruit

Tortilla Soup
Vegetarian Deli
Turkey Breast
Ravioli
Slewed Tomatoes
Tahitian Delight
Banana. Peanut Sal.

THREE BICYCLES are available at the
Office. They are free of charge and maybe
parts.

A CHESS TOURNAMENT, sponsored 1™ en act around
Covell College, is scheduled for Monday andIjhbns. "t's a wonder we
all students. For information contact Xavitj 1 '"oie problems of
lanos, Casa Jackson, Room 310.
in,
.,.

Breakfast
Strawberries
Cream of Wheat
Banana Pancakes
Syrup
Ham Slice
Apple Strcudel

Lunch

College Campus Represen
tative needed to sell Brand
Name Stereo Components
to students at lowest prices.
High commission. NO
investment required. Seri
ous inquiries only. FAD
COMPONENTS, INC. 20
Passaic Ave., Fairfield,
New Jersey 07006. Jerry
Diamond 201-227-6814.
Jobs on ships: American.
Foreign. No experience re
quired.
Excellent
pay.
Worldwide travel. Sum
mer job or career. Send $3
for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. B-15 Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Wash. 98362.
Typing
Dissertations,
Theses. Term papers, etc.
Hours 6 p.m. thru 10 p.m.
Phone 478-0354. Genevieve
Macias.
Need a house? For that or
other rentals call Cheryl al
465-3485. Bud's Current
Rentals 2724 Pacific Ave.

THE PACIFIC SINGERS AND \
rHOIR are presenting a concei t at 8.15 p.m.

Enchiladas
Breaded Cod
Baked Cod
Arroz Mexicano
Green Beans
Retried Beans
Goddess C'ltix Sal.
lee Cream/1'ig s Ears

Dinner

HELP WANTED

^

Dinner

THE PACIFICAN CLASSIFIEDS
AUTOS

A "TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS Tft
,/-voiz«HOP
lor 7i to
to 10
p.m. w
,«diz«HOP is scheduled tor
tu p.m.
Wed„
V V 0 R K o,i nfthe Education Building
Tom
211 «f the
Building, u*

Exchange

ideas.

WEDNESDAY

Bacon

S a S contact Leslie New a, 462-95, 2

conduct
duct the
tne workshop.
wv«—
.TrvWf-lV
TV
niSCOUNT
1 COUPON
I)
Stucn
- BOOKS are now
u,s
.
t
,„„nc
Ml
, n e business hours at the
the Universilv
University tr„„.
Mll,
booth
Cost
is
$3
lor
students
and $5,,
in duulii.
.
ni iit WTinMc .
STUDENTS HAVING QUESTIONS re|

Breakfast
Royal Anne Cherries
Cream ol Rice
*
Chive Scram. Eggs
flush Browns
Raised Donuts

Lunch
Canned Bean 'N
Chowder
French Dip Sand.
Roust Beef
Cheese Blinlzcs
F.F. Shoestrings
Molded Cranberry
Minty Pear/Cheese
Fresh Fruit

kidn»Ppurchased by

W e e k l y Grub

Breaktasi

Strawberries
Cinnamon. Orange
French Toast
Scrambled Eggs
Sausage Links
Whipped Cream
Chicken Salad
Apple Kuchen

TOMORROW

AUSTRALIAN CONSUL GENERAL JOHN I). MCCREIME

Angda Davis, who has spo
ken at UOP on several occa
sions is back in the classroom
this week and already storm
clouds are gathering at the
small,
conservative
Cali
fornia college which hired her.
Davis, 31, is teaching a
series of weekend classes on
"Black Women and the De
velopment of the Black Com
munity" at the Claremont Col
leges, a half dozen small, pri
vate and expensive colleges
near Los Angeles.
But already, the man who
hired the controversial Davis
has been fired and Claremont
alumni
and donors have
threatened to cancel their
endowments and gifts.
Claremont officials say,
however, that James Garrett,
the director of the school s
Black
Studies Center who
hired Davis, was dismissed for
his alleged role in a campus sitin. Other school officials say
that Garrett may have hired
Davis to embarrass Clare
mont in retaliation for his firing
Garrett denied this and
says Davis simply applied lor
the job after it was advertised
in trade journals.
Claremont's
governing
board attempted to withdraw
the job offer, but Davis had al
ready signed a contract.
Davis was acquitted in 1972
of murder and kidnapping
charges stemming from an
abortive
attempt to free
prisoners at the Marin County
courthouse. A judge and three
other persons were killed.
Although Davis was not in
volved in the incident, it was

riJDENT MANUSCRIPTS are
..^ninoe " UOP's literary annual. Short
. avs noetry and songs can be placed in
boxes in the library, ASUOP office and Co
boxes
„ f f j r e Deadline is Dec. 3. F n .

S
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